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Abstract
Near infrared spectroscopy in the transmission mode was used to study the effect of the presence of TiO2 
nanoparticles on the dynamics of Polylactic Acid (PLA) in PLA/TiO2 nanocomposites. The variation of IR ab-
sorbance of certain bands, the average energy of those absorptions (< v >, cm-1) and two-dimensional Infrared 
(2D IR) correlation spectroscopy as a function of temperature and TiO2 content (0, 1, 5 and 10% wt) were used. 
Thermal transitions associated to the glass transition (64 ºC) and cold crystallization temperatures (123 °C) 
are clearly identified from the analysis of integrated absorbance of bands at 4770 and 4725 cm-1, assigned to 
amorphous phase, as they were more sensitive to temperature changes. The band at 4440 cm-1, related with 
the formation of crystalline regions, showed a better definition of the thermal transitions as well as the bands 
at 4307 and 4255 cm-1 associated to the combination of C-H wagging modes showed sharp changes, suggest-
ing that transitions occur due to backbone conformational changes. The evolution of integrated absorbance 
of different bands in PLA-TiO2 nanocomposites as a function of temperature, seem to point out the presence 
of specific interactions between the C = O group and TiO2 nanoparticles. This effect is observed up to 1% wt 
whereas for higher loadings it is not possible to detect thermal transitions due to the scattered of the data for 
higher loadings of particles.
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Introduction
The incorporation of certain nanoparticles in a poly-

mer matrix can lead to polymer nanocomposites with 
improved or unique properties in relation to the neat 
polymer. However, many times it is difficult to under-
stand the real origin of the properties since it is not clear 
if they come from the sole presence of the particles, the 
specific interactions between them and the polymer ma-
trix or a combination of both.

Probably, the easiest way to make physico-chemi-
cal interpretations about the influence of the presence 
of a nano filler is to ensure uniform dispersions of the 
nanoparticles because statistically all the effects should 
be averaged. However, even with a uniform dispersion 
of the nanoparticles there might be multiple interrelated 
factors contributing to the final properties of a nanocom-
posite: i) The nature of the constituents (polymer and 
particles); ii) The composition of the nanocomposite; iii) 
The existing specific interactions between constituents; 

iv) The induced morphology changes during processing 
by the presence of the particles; v) The size and shape of 
the particles; etc. Vibrational spectroscopic techniques 
are useful to study molecular structures, as well as envi-
ronmental changes around and inter- or intra-molecular 
interactions [1-3]. Possibly, one of the most well-known 
and economically viable techniques for that purpose is 
infrared spectroscopy, IR. In fact, knowing the infra-
red absorption bands it is possible to monitor changes 
of chemical groups associated to specific interactions as 
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well as vibrational couplings [4]. Therefore, studies about 
changes in polymer dynamics and its structural changes 
due to the presence of nanoparticles could be done by 
infrared spectroscopy.

Although there are other methods and techniques 
that can give information about the dynamics of a poly-
mer such as DSC, DMA and others, conclusions at a 
molecular scale must be indirectly extracted. For this 
reason, experimental methods or techniques which di-
rectly allow extracting information at a molecular scale 
are always preferable. Among the cheapest and easiest 
handling methods in this sense is to monitor the evolu-
tion of selected infrared bands of a polymer as a function 
of temperature or time. For example, FTIR spectrosco-
py has been widely used to monitor curing reactions in 
polymer composites by analyzing the bands of different 
absorbing moieties as a function of curing time at differ-
ent temperatures [5,6].

More recently, the analysis of FTIR-ATR absorp-
tion bands has been used for the study of the changes 
accompanying interfacial conformations and molecular 
structure in PMMA-silica nanocomposites [3,7]. Among 
the different IR ranges, spectra in the middle IR range 
are easier to interpret since; in general, the assignment 
of the bands corresponds to normal modes of vibration. 
However, for the middle range it is required very thin 
samples in order to avoid saturation of detectors. This 
limitation might impede extrapolating conclusions to 
thicker samples or polymer bulk. In the case of work-
ing with polymer composites this also would limit the 
way of preparing the samples and therefore; many times 
being impossible to mimic the real material as it is pro-
cessed for a certain application [8]. To overcome this 
problem, IR spectroscopy in the near range may be used, 
since most of the times to have measurable absorbance 
relatively thick samples are needed. In this case the only 
disadvantage is the band assignment because in the near 
infrared region only overtones and combination bands 
appear. However, there are only a few research works 
which, based on NIR spectroscopy, have offer valuable 
information about structure and conformational chang-
es of many molecules [9-12]. Besides, the use of FTIR 
spectroscopy in the near range with the aid of fluores-
cence spectroscopy has also allowed studying different 
processes such as chemical reactions [13,14], phase sepa-
ration [15] or water absorption processes [16].

On the other hand, different ways to indirectly im-
prove spectroscopic resolution exist and two-dimen-
sional, 2D, correlation spectroscopy is probably one of 
the best. The theory of generalized 2D correlation spec-
troscopy was developed by I. Noda [17] in 1993, as an 
extension of the original 2D correlation spectroscopy 
proposed by him [18-20]. By the use of 2D correlation 

spectroscopy, it is possible to enhance spectra resolution 
of individual component bands. In the 2D analysis, two 
kinds of correlation maps, synchronous and asynchro-
nous ones are generated based upon a set of dynamic 
spectra calculated from dynamic fluctuations of spectro-
scopic signals. The generalized 2D method can handle 
signals fluctuating as an arbitrary function of time or any 
other physical variable such as temperature, pressure, or 
even concentration [21-23]. Correlation peaks appearing 
in the synchronous and asynchronous maps represent 
in-phase and out-of-phase variation tendencies of corre-
sponding band intensities, respectively. The generalized 
2D correlation spectroscopy has been applied extensive-
ly to analyze IR spectra of polymer. The use of the 2D 
IR approach to analyze temperature-dependent spectra 
collected in situ during the temperature elevation pro-
cess effectively enhances the spectral resolution, reveals 
details on the specific interactions and gives information 
about specific order of the spectral intensity changes tak-
ing place during the measurement from the analysis of 
the asynchronous spectra [24].

Poly(lactic acid) (PLA) (-[CH(CH3)COO]n-) is an 
environment friendly polymer that has found applica-
tions to produce biocompatible implant materials, plas-
tic parts, films, fibers, etc. However, its poor mechanical 
properties, its relatively high gas permeability and the 
lack of other properties such as bactericidal effect have 
limited its use in some industrial applications [25]. In 
relation to the later issue modification of materials with 
nanostructures that exhibit antimicrobial properties may 
be an efficient mode of prevention of bio film develop-
ment [26]. Particularly in the case of PLA based materi-
als the modification of the polymer by the incorporation 
of nanoparticles with antibacterial properties might be 
a good choice to develop easy processing anti-microbial 
materials to be applied among others, in food packaging.

Titanium dioxide, TiO2, is a material in which, by the 
action of light transition of an electron occurs in the con-
duction band, resulting in a positive hole with oxidizing 
ability and a negative charge with reducing ability. Bac-
teria subjected to oxidative stress trigger a self-destruct 
mechanism that makes TiO2 a material which bacteri-
cidal properties are enhanced by the presence of light. 
Several studies have shown the bactericidal properties 
of TiO2 [27-32]. On the other hand, the small size of 
nanoparticles of TiO2 also improves the catalytic effect of 
this material which is also biocompatible [33,34]. There-
fore, the addition of TiO2 nanoparticles should provide 
the final material some of their corresponding functional 
properties such as protection against UV radiation and 
bactericidal action.

However, in general, to be successful on improving 
the polymer nanocomposites properties nanofillers must 
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Dichloromethane supplied by Sigma Aldrich (purity 
99.9%) was used as solvent to prepare solutions and sus-
pensions of PLA + TiO2.

Sample preparation
A solution of 2.0 grams of PLA in 10 mL of CH2Cl2 

was prepared first swelling the polymer for 30 mins and 
then stirred for 1 h. Then a sonicated solution of TiO2 
nanoparticles in 10 mL of CH2Cl2 was mixed with the 
PLA solution. The mixture was stirred for 1 h and then 
casted on a Petri dish at room temperature. The pre-
films obtained after casting were dried in an oven at 40 
°C for 24 h. The material was hot-pressed in a FONTI-
JNE PRESSESS machine model TP400 at 160 °C with a 
load of 30 kN for 10 mins to obtain the final film mate-
rials (Figure 1) with an average thickness of 200 µm. the 
following nomenclature was used for the samples: PLA 
(Pure Polylactic Acid) and PLA- X TiO2 for the compos-
ites where ‘x’ indicates the amount of nanoparticles in 
weight percent.

Near range fourier transform infrared spectros-
copy, FT-NIR

Structural and dynamics studies were done by Fourier 
transformed infrared spectroscopy in the near range, FT-
NIR, and measured with a Perkin Elmer Spectrum GX. 
The FT-NIR transmission spectra for each sample were 
recorded as a function of temperature. Spectra were col-
lected from the average of 20 scans in the range of 5000 
to 4000 cm-1, with a resolution of 4 cm-1. The samples 
were located in an oven SPECAC in the sample holder of 
the spectrometer. A temperature ramp from 30 to 170 °C 
at a 2 °C/min was programmed and run using a PC and a 
temperature controller with an accuracy of ± 1 °C.

Results and Discussion
In the case of PLA polymer the most prominent ab-

sorption bands occurring in the near region of the in-
frared, NIR, are related to overtones and combinations 

be introduced within the polymer ensuring adequate dis-
persion of them. Besides, the uniform particle dispersion 
should ease the task of interpreting data about the effect 
of particles on the properties of the polymer. Up to now, 
several options have been investigated in order to attain 
the best dispersion of nanoparticles in polymer matrices, 
for example i) Modification of the nanoparticles surface 
[35-37]; ii) “In situ” polymerization by prior dispersion 
of the nanoparticles in a monomer [38] and iii) Addi-
tion of surfactants or other dispersant substances [39]. 
However, it is difficult to find some which ensure uni-
form dispersions in polymer matrices when the amount 
of nanofiller is higher than 5% by weight or when the 
polymer is highly viscous. In this context, using high 
energy ball milling promising results have been recently 
obtained [40-45]. It has been stated that the strong shear 
forces imposed by the milling process allow nanoparti-
cles to be randomly embedded into the polymer [41].

In this research near infrared spectroscopy in the 
transmission mode was used to study the effect of the 
presence of TiO2 nanoparticles on the PLA dynamics in 
PLA/TiO2 nanocomposites. In particular, specific inter-
actions between the nanofiller and the polymer will be 
determined analyzing FT-NIR spectra. The evolution of 
the absorbance of certain bands, the average energy of 
those absorptions and two-dimensional Infrared (2D IR) 
correlation spectroscopy as a function of temperature 
and TiO2 content were used to accurately study those in-
teractions, the PLA dynamics so as their changes.

Experimental
Materials

Polylactic Acid (PLA) provided by Resinex Spain 
S.L. (manufactured by Nature Works LLC with refer-
ence code PLA Polymer 7032D with a specific gravity of 
1.24) was used as the polymer matrix. Nanopowder of 
TiO2 purchased from Sigma Aldrich (purity 99.5% and 
average diameter < 100 nm) was used as the nanofiller. 

         

Figure 1: Films of 10 x 10 cm2 of the PLA-TiO2 composites for: a) 0%; b) 1%; c) 5% and d) 10% (%, weight percentage in TiO2).
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4255 cm-1 can be assigned to the combination of the CH3 
symmetric stretching with the CH3 symmetric bending 
(these band assignments and others can be found in Ta-
ble 1).

Figure 3 shows the synchronous and asynchronous 
correlation spectra of PLA, in the region of 4830-4410 
cm-1, calculated from the spectra in Figure 2. The inten-
sity of a synchronous 2D correlation spectrum Φ(ν1, ν2) 
represents the simultaneous or coincidental changes of 
spectral intensity variations measured at ν1 and ν2; an 
asynchronous spectrum Ψ(ν1, ν2), on the other hand, 
represents sequential or successive changes of spectral 
intensities measured at ν1 and ν2. According to Noda’s 
rules [50,51] the sign of an asynchronous cross-peak be-
comes positive, if the intensity change at ν1 occurs pre-
dominantly before ν2 in the sequential order of the vari-
able (in this case, the temperature). It becomes negative, 

bands of fundamental vibrations of the groups -CH3, C 
= O, and C-O-C [46]. Unfortunately, the assignment of 
NIR bands of PLA has not been fully established yet [47]. 
Hence, a first effort should be focused on band assign-
ment that might be useful for the subsequent analysis of 
the PLA dynamics under the influence of the presence of 
TiO2 nanoparticles.

Figure 2a shows near-infrared spectra of neat PLA 
film at different temperatures. As can be seen the NIR 
bands do not seem to show big changes as a function of 
temperature. In order to choose conveniently bands with 
the most significant changes, subtractions between the 
spectra at a certain temperature with the spectrum ob-
tained at room temperature were considered (Figure 2b). 
The most evident observation was that the absorbance 
of at all bands decreases with temperature. The most 
common interpretation for this behavior can be made in 
terms of the number of absorbing species. As tempera-
ture increases, the material density decreases the concen-
tration of absorbing species decreases and therefore their 
corresponding optical density [8].

On the other hand, band splitting phenomena are 
clearly observed in the difference spectra (Figure 2b). 
For example, the band at 4438 cm-1 turns into two bands 
at 4461 and 4443 cm-1 during the heating and the band 
at 4372 cm-1 splits into two bands at 4381 and 4370 cm-1 
respectively. For some other bands a clear split is not 
observed but distortion of their shapes is observed in-
stead. These results revealed therefore that the heating 
induces structural changes in the polymer which are re-
flected in the relative position of the absorbing groups 
therefore in their corresponding specific interactions 
and consequently, in the required energy to activate the 
vibrations. Taking into account the band assignments 
proposed by Jianming Zhang, et al. [48] of amorphous 
and semi crystalline PLLA in the 500-1000 cm-1 region 
it seems reasonable to think that the splitting must come 
from small variations in the contribution of the two 
phases, amorphous and crystalline. In fact, considering 
the assignation already known for the middle range IR 
bands [48,49] it could be stated that: i) The bands found 
between 4830 cm-1 and 4670 cm-1 can be associated to 
combinations of the CH3 asymmetric stretching with the 
C = O stretching; ii) The band centered at 4438 cm-1 can 
be assigned to the combination of the CH3 asymmetric 
stretching with the CH3 asymmetric bending; iii) The 
band at 4372 cm-1 can be assigned to the combination of 
the CH3 symmetric stretching with the CH3 asymmetric 
bending; iv) The band found at 4307 cm-1 can be assigned 
to the combination of the CH3 symmetric stretching with 
the CH3 asymmetric bending although there exist anoth-
er possibility the combination of the CH3 asymmetric 
stretching with the C-H wagging; v) The band found at 

         

Figure 2: a) Near-infrared spectra of PLA film at different 
temperatures; b) Spectra obtained as a result of the subtrac-
tion between the spectrum at a certain temperature with the 
spectrum obtained at room temperature.
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According to the sign of cross-peaks in Figure 3a, the in-
tensities of all the bands vary in the same direction (a 
decrease in intensity as temperature increases, see Figure 
2). This trend was already explained in terms of density 
changes. However, depending on the phase considered 
(amorphous or crystalline), the changes could be fast-
er or slower. Taking into account that the amorphous 
phase should change its density faster the 2D asynchro-
nous spectra should give information to identify those 
bands more related with a particular phase.

In the asynchronous spectrum (Figure 3b), there is 
a non-expected cross-peak, attending the synchronous 
spectrum (Figure 3a), where a band at around 4690 cm-1 
correlates with those in the range 4410-4500 cm-1. In fact 
in Figure 2b it is observed the disappearance of a band 
centered at about 4690 cm-1 being in good agreement 
with these observations.

Besides, it is not difficult to see that the so-called “but-
terfly pattern” appears in apparently splitting of the band 
at 4438 cm-1. Usually, the appearance of such a pattern 
in an asynchronous spectrum is attributed to a peak shift 
combined with the intensity changes [52]. Considering 
this, one could conclude that there is not a real splitting 
in the band at 4438 cm-1. On the other hand, from the 
asynchronous spectrum (Figure 3b), other information 
was obtained only from the clearly well separated cross-
peaks. According to Noda’s rule, from Φ(4770,4460-
4440) > 0, Φ(4725,4460-4440) > 0, Ψ(4770,4460-4440) > 
0, Ψ(4725,4460-4440) > 0 presented respectively in Fig-
ure 3a and Figure 3b, the intensity changes of the 4770 
and 4725 cm-1 bands occur prior to that of the 4460 cm-1 

on the other hand, if the change occurs after ν2. This rule 
is, however, reversed if the corresponding synchronous 
intensity becomes negative; i.e., Φ(ν1, ν2) < 0. On the ba-
sis of this unique feature of asynchronous spectra, we ex-
pect to obtain more information about the origin of the 
three bands at 4770, 4725, and 4438 cm-1.

In the synchronous spectrum (Figure 3a) apart from 
the three bands mentioned above, another band located 
around 4460 cm-1 can also be de convoluted effectively. 

Table 1: Vibrational Combination Bands of Polylactic Acid 
(PLA).

Calculated 
position (cm-1)

Observed 
position (cm-1)

Assignment

4725 4770 ʋasCH3 + ʋC = O (1780)

4725 4725 ʋasCH3 + ʋC = O (1740)

4635  ʋsCH3 + ʋC = O

4420 4438 ʋasCH3 + δasCH3

4351 4372 ʋasCH3 + δasCH3

4330 4307 ʋsCH3 + δasCH3

4330  ʋasCH3 + δ(CH) wagging

4260 4255 ʋsCH3 + δsCH3

4240  ʋsCH3 + δ(CH) wagging

4233 4217 ʋasCH3 + (ʋCOC + δCH)

4180 4175 ʋasCH3 + (ʋCOC + ρasCH3)

  ʋCH3 + δCH

4143 4135 ʋsCH3 + (ʋCOC + δCH)

4098 4086 ʋasCH3 + ρasCH3 

4090  ʋsCH3 + (ʋCOC + ρasCH3)

4065 4051 ʋasCH2 + ʋCOC
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Figure 3: a) Synchronous; b) Asynchronous correlation spectra of PLA, in the region of 4830-4410 cm-1, as a function of tem-
perature.
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periments. Just when those processes are occurring there 
is a reordering of chains, consequently at those points, in 
terms of absorbance, the higher order should compen-
sate the density decrease due to the increase of tempera-
ture as it is observed (Figure 4, left).

On the other hand, although very slightly, the first 
moment decreases continuously with temperature, indi-
cating a very small shift of the bands to lower wave num-
bers. The use of the first moment of spectral bands allows 
following very small spectral shifts with an indirectly in-
creased accuracy, thus avoiding the limitations imposed 
by the measurement resolution of the equipment [53]. 
This variation of the first moment may be associated with 
an increase in the population of the most energetic ro-
tational levels of the corresponding vibrational ground 
state. This effect is usually called ‘hot bands’ which are 
red shifted with respect to the corresponding funda-
mental transitions (they appear at lower wave numbers) 
[8,54]. In Figure 4b it can be also seen a clear change in 
the tendency of the first moment with temperature in the 
interval 100-120 °C which matches with the interval in 
which the cold crystallization occurs.

In Figure 5 is represented the integrated absorbance 
and the first moment of the band centered at 4440 cm-1 
for the neat PLA. In terms of profiles, similar results to 
those of the bands at 4770 and 4725 cm-1 were found. 
However, the representation of the integrated absor-
bance shows better definition of the thermal transitions. 
This result is in accordance with the consideration that 
the band at 4440 cm-1 arises form vibrations of groups 
more related with the formation of the crystalline re-
gions since they are more sensitive to changes in the 
macromolecular chain order. The absorption at 4770 and 
4725 is caused by combination modes of the groups C = 
O and CH3 while in the case of absorption at 4440 cm-1 
only the methyl group participates. Therefore, it seems 

and 4440 cm-1 signals. Second, in Figure 3b it is noted 
that there is no cross-peak between the bands at 4770 
and 4725 cm-1. This indicates that the changes of these 
two bands are synchronous. All these results are suggest-
ing first, that absorption bands at 4770 and 4725 cm-1 
proceed from modes of groups located in the same re-
gion (or phase) and because they are more sensitive to 
temperature changes they should have more participa-
tion of the amorphous phase whose changes in density 
with temperature are faster.

To confirm the above mentioned it is possible to study 
the polymer dynamics under the effect of increasing 
temperature. Simply by representing the absorbance and 
the wave numbers of the bands as a function of tempera-
ture one should have a general idea of different thermal 
transitions at a molecular scale. Besides, depending on 
the sensitiveness of the particular band to a given ther-
mal transition important conclusions may be extracted 
in terms of the groups participating in a certain phase, 
crystalline or amorphous for instance.

In Figure 4 the integrated absorbance of both syn-
chronized bands at 4770 and 4725 cm-1 and the first mo-
ment, < ν >, associated to the distribution of energies of 
the two bands for the neat PLA are represented as a func-
tion of temperature.

As expected, the general absorbance decreases with 
temperature. This trend can be explained considering a 
simple reduction of density which implies lower concen-
tration of the absorbent species. However, at particular 
values of temperature, 64 °C and 123 °C respectively 
there are abrupt changes of this tendency for which the 
slope decreases. Here, it is important to highlight that 
those values of temperature are coincident with the en-
thalpy relaxation just after the glass transition tempera-
ture, Tg, and the temperature at the maximum rate of the 
cold crystallization for the neat PLA as revealed DSC ex-
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tion with the C-H wagging mode of the tertiary carbon. 
Therefore, one could conclude that transitions occur 
mainly due to backbone conformation changes occur-
ring when the most rigid part of the monomer unit start 
having more free motion looking for more favorable in-
teractions which allow them to be more stacked or or-
dered. Therefore, during the ageing phenomena and/or 
the cold crystallization there must be mainly a local in-
crease of C-H concentration because of macromolecular 
chain ordering which causes absorbance to increase.

To study the influence of the presence of the nanopar-
ticles of TiO2 for a specific temperature one could study 
the evolution of absorbances, shifts of bands and band 
ratios as a function of the amount of nanoparticles. 
However, taking into account the difficulty on preparing 
samples exactly with the same amount of material and/
or thickness very difficult processes of spectra correc-
tion should be done in order to have all spectra ready 
for comparisons. On the other hand, it has been demon-
strated that the use of the 2D IR approach effectively 
enhanced the spectral resolution and revealed details 

that the methyl group is the main group being affected 
by changes in the molecular order in the PLA polymer. 
This result is also in agreement with the consideration 
of that the CH3 groups form close inters chain contact 
during crystallization as stated J. Zhang, et al. [49]. The 
first moment does not seem to be sensitive enough as to 
see thermal changes, with the band at 4440 cm-1, since no 
clear changes of slope were observed.

On the other hand, from the analysis of data in Figure 
4 and Figure 5 it is observed that the relative change of 
absorbance for the bands at 4770 and 4725 cm-1 in the 
interval of temperatures monitored was 15.8% while in 
the case of the band at 4440 cm-1 15.4%. This result is in 
agreement with what is observed in the 2D correlation 
spectra of Figure 3, the absorbance changes of the 4770 
and 4725 cm-1 bands occur faster than that of the 4440 
cm-1 signal.

The rest of bands show similar results except those at 
4307 cm-1 and 4255 cm-1 showing the sharpest changes 
of absorbance with temperature (Figure 6). It seems that 
these bands have an important contribution of combina-
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because is a temperature in between the Tg and the cold 
crystallization temperature, Tcc, and 170 °C was chosen 
because is a slightly higher temperature than the melting 
point of PLA.

The Figure 7, Figure 8 and Figure 9 show the 2D cor-
relation spectra between three NIR regions when the 
variable is the TiO2 nanoparticle content (0, 1, 5 and 
10%) at 82 °C. For the rest of temperatures similar results 
were observed. In Figure 7 the region between 4490 and 
4330 cm-1 is considered where correlations between the 
bands at 4428 cm-1 and at 4372 cm-1 might be observed. 

on the specific interactions and conformational changes 
which are not easily detected in the traditional one-di-
mensional spectra [24]. Therefore, 2D correlation spec-
troscopy will be carried out to understand the possible 
structure changes appearing in the PLA due to specific 
interactions between the TiO2 nanoparticles.

The 2D correlation was performed as a function of 
the TiO2 nanoparticles content at three temperatures, 
30, 82 and 170 °C respectively. These temperatures were 
chosen because 30 °C represents one temperature well 
below the glass transition temperature, Tg, of PLA. 82 °C 
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Figure 7: 2D FT-NIR correlation spectra as a function of TiO2 content in the range 4495-4330 cm-1, at 82 °C. a) Synchronous; 
b) Asynchronous.
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Taking into account that the band at 4370 cm-1 arises 
from combination of vibration of the methyl group as in 
the case of the band at 4440 cm-1 the same conclusion can 
be extracted. The carbonyl group seems to specifically in-
teract with TiO2 nanoparticles.

Finally, the influence of the presence of TiO2 nanopar-
ticles in the PLA dynamics was studied from the NIR 
spectra recorded during heating from 30 to 170 °C at 
a 2 °C/min for the different systems or samples under 
consideration with different TiO2 contents. In this case 
only the change in the integrated absorbance for certain 
bands (4770 cm-1 + 4725 cm-1, Figure 10a, 4440 cm-1, 
Figure 10b, 4307 cm-1, Figure 10c and 4255 cm-1, Figure 
10d) was considered. Regardless the band chosen similar 
results were obtained. The absorption in general decreas-
es with temperature independently of TiO2 content and 
the higher the amount of filler the more scattered the data. 
The last observation can be explained taking into account 
that the higher the TiO2 contain the smaller the amount 
of polymer for the same amount of sample. Therefore, the 
integrated absorbance is getting lower and lower with the 
consequence of decreasing the signal to noise ratio that 
surely causes the high scatter observed for the higher loaded 
samples. These scattered results impede clearly identify the 
thermal transitions in the samples with higher amount of 
nanofiller. However, from the samples with lower amount 
of nanoparticles interesting observations and conclusions 
can be extracted. It is observed an increase of about 10 °C 
in the glass transition temperature when 1% by weight of 
TiO2 nanoparticles is added to the neat PLA. This result is 
indicating a restriction on the PLA chain motion under the 
presence of TiO2 nanoparticles that could be caused by the 

In Figure 7a it is observed how these bands do cor-
relate positively without showing any band splitting. In 
the corresponding asynchronous spectrum (Figure 7b) 
again the so-called “butterfly pattern” appears therefore 
here it could be said again that the pseudo correlation 
seems to be due to very slight peak shifts combined with 
the intensity changes [55]. The later suggests no new spe-
cific interactions with CH3 groups since all its vibration-
al modes seem to be altered in the same way and only 
a proportional decrease of absorbance occurs due to a 
decrease of the absorbing group’s concentration of PLA 
when the TiO2 content is increased.

In Figure 8 correlations as a function of TiO2 content 
between the bands at 4770, 4725 and 4440 cm-1 are con-
sidered. It is observed how these bands do correlate pos-
itively without showing any band splitting. However, in 
the corresponding asynchronous spectrum (Figure 8b) 
following the Noda’s rules it is possible to see how the 
bands at 4770 and 4725 cm-1 precede their variations to 
that of the band at 4440 cm-1. This result may be and in-
dicative that the presence of TiO2 nanoparticles affects in 
a different way the carbonyl group (which participate in 
the combination mode whose absorption occurs at 4770 
and 4725 cm-1) than that of the methyl group. If the car-
bonyl group of the polymer interact favorably with the 
surface of the TiO2 nanoparticles and additional decrease 
of absorbance might be expected since the change in the 
dipole moment may be lower if stretching is inhibited.

In Figure 9 correlations between the bands at 4770, 
4725 and 4370 cm-1 are considered. It is observed how 
these bands do correlate in the same way as it happened 
between the bands 4770, 4725 and 4440 cm-1 (Figure 8). 
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and 4255 cm-1 all are sensitive to the presence of nanopar-
ticles, at least up to 1% (wt/wt). All three bands result 
from the combination of methyl group vibration modes. 
In fact the sharpest changes are observed in (Figure 10c) 
and (Figure 10d), where bending vibrations of methyl 

specific interactions found between the carbonyl groups of 
the polymer and the nanoparticles.

The band at 4770 and 4725 cm-1 does not seem to 
be sensitive enough to detect thermal transitions in the 
presence of TiO2 nanoparticles. The bands at 4440, 4305 
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groups are involved. These results suggest that methyl 
groups are in close inter-chain contact during thermal 
transitions as it was observed before [49].

Conclusions
Near infrared spectroscopy in the transmission mode 

was used to study the effect of the presence of TiO2 na-
noparticles on the PLA dynamics in PLA/TiO2 nano-
composites. The evolution of the absorbance of certain 
bands, the average energy of those absorptions (< ν >, 
cm-1) and 2D IR correlation spectroscopy as a function 
of temperature and TiO2 content were used to accurately 
study those interactions, the PLA dynamics so as their 
changes.

Thermal transitions associated to the glass transi-
tion (64 °C) and cold crystallization temperatures (123 
°C) are clearly identified from the analysis of integrated 
absorbance of the different bands. Absorption bands at 
4770 and 4725 cm-1 were more sensitive to temperature 
changes suggesting a higher participation of the amor-
phous phase whose changes in density with temperature 
are faster. The band at 4440 cm-1, related to the formation 
of crystalline regions, showed a better definition of the 
thermal transitions. Bands at 4307 and 4255 cm-1 associ-
ated to the combination of C-H wagging modes showed 
sharp changes, suggesting that transitions occur due to 
backbone conformational changes.

The 2D correlation was performed as a function of 
the TiO2 nanoparticles content (0,1,5 and 10%) at three 
temperatures, 30, 82 and 170 °C respectively. Results sug-
gest that the carbonyl group seems to specifically interact 
with TiO2 nanoparticles. An increase of approximately 
10 °C in the glass transition temperature was observed 
for the nanocomposites with 1% by weight of TiO2 na-
noparticles. This result is indicating a restriction on the 
PLA chain motion in the presence of TiO2 nanoparticles 
that could be caused by the specific interactions found 
between the carbonyl groups of the polymer and the na-
noparticles. The results of this study also suggest that the 
method is not sensitive enough for PLA-TiO2 nanocom-
posites with high TiO2 loadings because the amount of 
polymer decreases and scatter of the data increases.
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